QUICK GLANCE CHEAT SHEET!
(These aren’t in order of importance, each one is equally crucial.)

STEP 1: REDUCE SUGAR & REFINED CARBS:
Inside, we’ll explore why you should reduce refined sugar and simple carb intake. Too much
sugar is highly inflammatory in the body and is a hot bed for diabetes, heart disease and
cancer. It causes weight gain by triggering the body to store fat, along with a whole host of
other troubling consequences. Did you know that high fructose corn syrup, the main
sweetener in things like sugary soda and many other processed foods, is now believed to be
one of the top disease creators on the planet? Grains, especially refined flours, quickly turn
into sugar in your bloodstream as well, so they should be kept to a minimum. Suggestion:
stick to one serving of grains per day and make sugar a more infrequent treat. Read below
for healthier sweetener and flour alternatives (that are super tasty too!). Eat sugars sparingly,
and limit grain servings to 1 per day maximum.

STEP 2: EAT GOOD FATS, DITCH BAD FATS:
We will look at why you should be delighting in plenty of healthy and satiating fats, including:
extra virgin olive oil, avocado oil, coconut (all cold pressed), and for non-vegetarians, ghee
and good quality fish & grass-fed animal fats. These fats are critical nutrients, often
anti-inflammatory and help fuel your body far more sustainably than sugar. Most of us aren’t
actually getting enough good fat, so add the butter back to those sautéed vegetables! We’ll
also explore why you should eliminate bad inflammatory fats, including easily oxidized
industrial seed vegetable oils like canola, soy, corn, safflower, sunflower, etc. (yes, I know,
we’ve been told over the last few decades that they are better than whole food, unrefined
fats, but they are not). It’s also critical to strictly avoid all hydrogenated and trans fats – but be
aware, they are hiding out in all kinds of processed foods. The good news is that you can be
quite liberal with how much healthy fat you are eating -- be decadent!

STEP 3: BATHE YOUR BODY IN A RAINBOW OF VEGETABLES (& A BIT OF
FRUIT) – VITAMINS, MINERALS, ANTIOXIDANTS, PHYTONUTRIENTS, FIBER:
Eat as many vegetables as you can possibly squeeze in each day. Unlimited! 6-10 servings a
day minimum. Fruits can be important too, just keep them on the modest side (sugar!), 1 or 2
servings a day depending on how well your body can handle balancing blood sugar (more on
this inside). Delight in as many colors and varieties as you can. The individual colors in the
rainbow spectrum each contain different phytonutrients that are critical for our bodies
optimal functioning. The vast array of nutrients all contribute to a vibrantly functioning body
and are especially crucial in keeping disease causing stimuli at bay.
Overarching Principle: Drop the processed foods and switch to whole foods! If there are more
than five ingredients listed on the label, and you can’t pronounce them or would need a
scientific translator, then a good rule of thumb is to skip it! This principle underlies all the rest.
You’ll find if you follow the three steps above, there aren’t many highly processed foods you
can or would want to indulge in much anyway.
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INTRODUCTION
Are you feeling like your body is struggling more and more to serve you in the way it once
did? Does any of the following sound familiar to you?
• Feeling rundown more often than you’d like?
• Foggy headed and/or desperate for a nap every day (especially after that lunchtime
sandwich)?
• Missing the energy you had in your younger years?
• Having challenges shedding the extra weight that has creeped slowly upon your frame
over the years?
• Feeling frustrated by creaky, stiff joints and muscles that seem to grow worse with age?
• Need but are having a hard time getting quality sleep?
• Do you feel like your starving just an hour or two after eating your granola for breakfast or
sandwich for lunch?
• Maybe even getting diagnosed with potentially serious health challenges?
• Concerned you might be heading toward a challenging last leg of your life, when it arrives?
These questions represent just a few examples of the slow decline and the challenges that
many of us face -- which many incorrectly accept as something that inevitably happens as
we age.
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Here is some good and bad news. Your eating choices play a PREDOMINANT role in helping
to either create or abate these conditions. Far, far more than most of us realize.
Healthy food and lifestyle choices are more than just virtuous habit, they are the almost
magic key to keeping our body running in its optimal and precision-tuned natural state of
wellness. It is poor choices that are often the driving force behind our undue degradation. Of
course, we are going to decline with age, but it doesn’t have to be to the rate and severity at
which most of us are currently devolving.
The really encouraging news that I’m excited to share with you in this report is that vibrant
and enlivening health are within grasp for most people. Weaving these nutritional steps into
your life can help create substantial healing for your body and get you back into the shape
from which you can thrive – leading to a more fulfilling, functional life.
The three steps highlighted within are the most highly leveraged for creating good health
and vitality and will help you get more of your awesome on in life.*

THESE STEPS CAN HELP YOU:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevent and in many cases reverse disease,
Generate more energy and vitality,
Improve mood,
Lose weight without worrying about calories (eat plenty of the good stuff!),
Improve blood sugar and cholesterol,
Shed longstanding body aches and pains,
Clear up foggy-headedness,
Create vibrant skin,
Produce better sleep,
And more…

Pursuing the course of action spelled out in this ebook will form a solid foundation for anyone
seeking a better-quality life and will almost certainly help you realize noticeably positive
results. While the steps are undoubtedly not the only things you can do for better health, they
are at the top of the list.
I’ll take you step-by-step through how you can integrate these changes into your current
eating habits with relative ease, while creating maximal results. Even those of you juggling
within a crazy, busy modern life can implement pieces as you are able and start to improve.
Every step you take, even the small ones, will make a difference.
The most important thing to keep in mind is that all three of the steps work in powerful
concert with one another. Each supports the other in crucial ways.
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What this is NOT is a depravation “diet.” It’s a lifestyle eating shift that is full of really amazing
food. We will go through some healthy and delicious alternatives to the things that you might
feel the most resistance from letting go. Where most “diets” fail is when they require
participants to deprive themselves of tasty and needed energy producing foods that are
essential for both nourishment and satisfaction. Moderation can certainly be important
around the habits that do not contribute towards our flourishing health. While you might eat
less of the treats you are used to, you will find very hearty and satisfying alternatives (in fact
you’ll likely find that you won’t need to eat as much when you are giving your body the deep
nourishment it needs).
When I started on my own health journey relating to food in the manner I describe within, the
most surprising thing I learned was that I could really eat as much food as I wanted and
needed. I just switched to the right stuff -- very tasty and satisfying alternatives. In fact, when
friends and family come over for a meal I prepare, they are almost always shocked I eat such
rich and yummy foods and still maintain a slim figure (plus I have pretty phenomenal lab
health markers and indicators).
They might see me cooking a typical meal of some roasted wild salmon served with a hearty
butter, sage and white balsamic reduction. On the side could be some avocado oil roasted
sweet potatoes, along with zucchini and kale sautéed in coconut oil and a mixed green salad
full of colorful fillers. Maybe even almond or cassava flour chocolate chip cookies for a treat
(many folks can’t even tell it’s not wheat flour).
There is much good food to eat. More ideas as you read further.

A NOTE ABOUT
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
Following these steps can help you balance
weight, without having to count calories.
Trying to lose some weight? Most of us think we are supposed to exercise much more and
eat much less. But it’s not really that simple. Exercise only accounts for about 20% of weight
loss. What’s a far more important piece of the equation is WHAT you eat (not how much!).
Getting your body back in balance and eating the nutrient dense foods your body
desperately needs will often do the trick when it comes to weight management. Not only
does the scientific research point to this, I’ve seen it happen many times with folks I’ve
worked, as well as through my own personal experience.
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I honestly NEVER even think about how many calories I’m eating in a meal. Calorie counting
isn’t in my frame of reality. And, I’m not just naturally skinny. When I started on this dietary
shift as described within, I actually quickly lost 25 pounds that I’d slowly collected over the
years. My cravings (and at times obsessive need to overeat) have largely balanced out as I’ve
made the shifts spelled out below – at least in comparison to where I was for so many years.
The more traditional “weight loss” approaches of calorie counting and food limiting are
certainly one strategy to lose weight in the short term, but if you aren’t changing your overall
eating habits toward healthier choices, it will only last so long. You can’t restrict calories to a
significant degree forever, your body needs the fuel and nourishment it needs. And more
importantly, it’s no fun!
You want and need to be eating really decadent, nutrient dense foods, even when you are
snacking. When you get enough of the good stuff, it will feel more fulfilling and enjoyable.
When you do try to starve yourself, at some point, you’ll cave.
The ultimate goal isn’t to limit food, it’s to expand healthy and delicious options! Bring into
your life really yummy foods that feel exciting while also much more nourishing (you’ll learn
about a lot of really tasty options as you read further).
As we begin to dig into these three steps, there is want to reiterate an important over-arching
key to vibrant health: eat a whole foods diet that is as free of processed foods as you can
get it. If you have a lot of foods in your house that have more than five ingredients on the
label, you should probably toss them out. If there are ingredients you can’t pronounce or
haven’t even heard of in nature, that is not a good sign. These are not things we evolved to
eat. Our body does not want or need them, and in many cases, they are downright toxic and
work against our body’s healthy and aligned functioning. So please keep that in mind as you
start to make these more specific shifts in these categories.
Ok, on that note, let’s get started!

NOW ON TO STEP 1
NEXT PAGE
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STEP 1

REDUCE REFINED SUGAR
& SIMPLE CARBS
I know, I know, this is a BIG one for some folks. Sugar is one of the most addictive substances
on the planet. It stimulates dopamine receptors in the brain which can make it a real
challenge to resist if you are regularly hopped up on it. The good news is that once you shift
your eating habits, the cravings for this drug dissipate. As you fill your body with the nutrients
it really needs you’ll start to feel more fulfilled by other, healthier but still satisfying and
tasty options.
It’s important to know that carbs and sugar both convert to glucose (a form of sugar) in the
body to be used as energy -- and, yikes, when in excess, it’s often stored as body fat.
While I don’t want to get too technical here, I do want to give you a little overview of the
health mechanisms behind nutrition, how your body works in relation to these steps and why
they are important.
There are three main “macronutrients” that your body uses to make energy, they are: carbs,
fat and protein. Each one is critical and offers different support for the body. For most of our
evolution we weighted our energy sources much more towards fats and proteins than we did
from glucose, which in modern times, predominantly come from sugar and refined carbs
(flour & breads, white rice, etc.).
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Since our bodies were not designed for this kind of diet, it has really done a number on our
health. The high refined carb/sugar diet is certainly not the only factor in our health decline
as a species, but it is one of the bigger culprits.
For the last few decades, we have been erroneously told, from bad science, that fat was the
culprit of heart disease and diabetes, what we now know is that the real culprit is refined
sugar and carbs (as well as highly processed foods and bad fats, which we’ll discuss later).
E.g. some research shows that those with the highest intake of sugar have a 275% increased
risk of heart disease!
Also, weight issues used to be blamed on fat from food, but what we’ve learned in nutrition
science is that sugar and excessive amounts of refined carbs are the top culprits.

WHAT MAKES GLUCOSE CREATE THESE PROBLEMS
AND HOW DOES IT ADD TO WEIGHT?
How glucose-fueled energy works is that carbs and sugar are converted into glucose in your
body which feed your cells. While we need to burn some glucose from veggies, fruit and
possibly some grains, we now know that high levels of glucose are not the best primary
source of fuel for most people.
Carbohydrates and sugars (especially one of the biggest dietary evils, high fructose corn
syrup) turn on the fat production factory in your liver. The carbs and sugar convert to glucose
in our body, typically at higher levels than we need, that raises blood sugar unhealthily and
kicks our metabolic system into gear while also triggering insulin to be produced in greater
quantities than we’d like to see. (Insulin is the hormone in your body that helps usher glucose
energy into your cells.) The more your body has to process high blood sugar in this way, the
more likely your cells are to become insulin resistant, which in turn makes you need more and
more of it to process the excessive glucose. (This is a big cause of diabetes.) And since your
body’s insulin can’t process the excess sugar it doesn’t really need, it causes our body to
store it as fat, especially the most dangerous kind, belly fat (a good sign you are getting
insulin resistant). Essentially, your body becomes overrun with fat storage. Hence the
weight gain.
Also, because glucose isn’t as dense a form of nutrition as the fat we eat (not the kind created
in the liver through lipogenesis that becomes stored fat in the body), and most of us aren’t
getting enough good fat, our body holds on to the fat that is created as it literally thinks
it’s starving!
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Generally speaking, fat is actually a better source of fuel for your body to burn than glucose
as good fats (and protein) are much more dense in nutrients. So when you are eating a lot of
sugar/carbs, you actually feel hungrier and have to eat more because your body is not getting
the nourishment it needs. Also, when your body is running on carbs instead of fat, you are
more susceptible to energy crashes as glucose burns more quickly, so you feel like you need
to eat more often to avoid getting “hangry” in the afternoon between meals, for example,
which triggers your brain to go for a little sugary treat to satiate. Calorie for calorie, for most
people it’s better to use healthy fats as an energy source. It burns more steadily and keeps
your energy better balanced throughout the day once you’ve adapted to burning it as your
main energy source. We’ll explore fat in more depth later.
Excess sugar and glucose are one of the most inflammatory substances in our body. Many of
you have probably heard that excessive inflammation is one of the leading causes of disease
and early death. It also causes issues with mood, low energy, brain fog, and a host of other
problems in the body. Excess glucose and the ensuing inflammatory responses are not
our friends.
Some people actually do better with more carbs than others (though never to the scale of
what most get when on the standard American (SAD) diet). Some do better with less fat than
others. Balance is always key, and you must pay attention to what your body is telling you. If
you find you are more on the scale of carbs, then eat more starchy tubers, legumes, or whole
grains without lots of additives or preservatives.
I know some of you may not be ready (yet!) to eliminate most or all of your refined sugar and
white flour you are presently eating from your diet, but every bit you can cut out will help. Be
brave and bold though! Your life and vitality are worth it.

HEALTHY EATING TIPS
& CHEATS FOR LOW CARB/SUGAR:
CRAVINGS CAN BE TRICKY: Pace yourself if you need to as you scale back your sugar and
carbs. As was said earlier, particularly for those of you who already eat large quantities, they
can be quite addictive. Know that your body might put up a fight in the first few days of your
transition. You may get cranky, headachy, tired or have other symptoms. This will pass soon,
especially if you are taking steps 2 and 3 below seriously and putting in good quality satiating
foods. Take pride in your victories, and be gentle with yourself with inevitable missteps.
If you are having your carbs at all three meals, plus corn or potato chips as a snack, and
maybe some cake or other starchy desert or snack at night, you can start slow and build. Can
you remove one of these items a day to start? In week two or three, cut down to two a day,
and so on? Try it out. Your body will start to balance, though it will really kick in once your
threshold of sugar is low enough to recalibrate your systems so that the cravings really
do fade.
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Have sugar alternatives on hand to help steer the cravings toward better options. Going cold
turkey off sugar if you are addicted can be pretty hard to do. Again, if you need to ease into
it, do so. Ex., make some chocolate chip cookies out of almond or cassava flour and sweeten
with one of the alternative sugars listed below.
FRUIT: The good news is fruit isn’t really in the same category as refined sugar. Because it
comes whole and with fiber, it processes differently in the body. BUT, it’s still high in sugar, so
try to keep it to 1-2 servings per day. Berries and tart citrus tend to be lowest in sugars. If you
are trying to lose weight or have diabetes or pre-diabetes, you’d better keep it to a minimum,
at least while you are getting your body back into better shape.
FRUIT JUICE SHOULD BE AVOIDED: Sorry, it’s not much better than soda pop when it’s
stripped from the fibers and whole fruit.
LIMIT YOUR GRAINS: You ultimately want to try and limit yourself to 1 serving of grains a day
or less. But again, play around with what you can tolerate and what your body most needs to
be sustainable. For the most part, it’s better to get whole grains.
Here are grains/carbs that don’t do you many favors: Wheat (especially gluten for many), rice
and pastas, keep these to an occasional treat, like once or twice a week.
Starchy vegetables are a good substitute that can help fill the carb void (and they are
important because they help provide insoluble fiber and feed your microbiome, or good
probiotic gut bugs). Some good choices are: sweet potatoes and other tubers, like jicama,
turnips, beets, yucca and red skinned potatoes. Also parsnips, celery root, plantain, and
squashes (butternut, acorn, kabocha, delicata, pumpkin, spaghetti, etc.).
Casava makes a great corn chip alternative – but be mindful of the oils used (Read on to Step
2 for more on best oils to use). You can check out my favorite foods resource list on my
website at: www.matthewalbracht.com/2017/10/27/favorite-foods-shopping-list
High Fructose Corn Syrup is pretty much evil! No Soda Pop! This is the kind of sugar they
now use in most sodas and to sweeten much of the processed food out there. Watch your
ingredients, it is used in many processed foods. This should be a strict no.
THINK OF REFINED CANE SUGAR LIKE ALCOHOL: Use it sparingly, like you would an
alcoholic beverage. It should be an occasional treat, not a daily staple. Better yet, use
alternatives listed below which are more stable and less damaging, while also being
delightfully sweet.
SPEAKING OF ALCOHOL: Beer and wine in particular convert to sugar in your blood pretty
rapidly, so be mindful. Go for dryer wines and skip beer as much as possible. Hard liquor is a
safer bet in terms of sugar (but still not a health food!). If you are going to make a mixed drink,
use bubbly water and lemon, lime, non-sweetened cranberry, or some aromatic bitters to
flavor, not soda pop or concentrated juices. You’ll come to appreciate the fresh flavors.
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GOOD SUGAR ALTERNATIVES: Two of the best are Stevia and MonkFruit sweetener
(Lakanto brand is nice). MonkFruit looks and converts in recipes just like sugar, and has a
pleasant sweet flavor not too dissimilar to refined sugar, but with no calories or blood sugar
spike. Here are some other decent ones, though they should still be used sparingly: Coconut
sugar; maple syrup; maple sugar, raw honey.
ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS ARE A HUGE NO-NO: We’re talking about nutrasweet,
saccharine, etc. There is much evidence showing concern for their impact on your health. If
your goal is to lose weight, think again. These substances can actually cause weight gain.
They set your body up to receive glucose and get you more receptive when other calories
come. They can wreak havoc on your metabolism and some new research is showing that
they can even mess up your microbiome.
GOOD CARB ALTERNATIVES: In addition to the starchy vegetables listed above, here are
some additions. Cassava flour, almond flour and coconut flour are the best alternatives to
mainstream grains. Cassava and coconut are actually prebiotic, which means for most
people, they feed good gut bacteria or “probiotics.” They really do taste great in different
ways, and many good mixes are out there for pancakes, cakes, cookies, pastries, tortillas, etc.
For the occasional treat, they are a much better option than most other grains.
For a good pasta alternative, you can try specialized "vegetable noodles." You can find
vegetable spiralizers at most stores that carry kitchen wares. Many high-end grocery stores
now even sell pre-spiralized vegetables. I really like carrot and zucchini. Sweet potato,
butternut squash and beet are good too. Spaghetti squash actually makes a fantastic
alternative for spaghetti noodles, I enjoy it just as much. There is also a product called
“Shirataki noodles” made from a Japanese yam that are tasty and closer to traditional pasta.
The brand name I’m familiar with is called “Miracle Noodles”.

NOW ON TO STEP 2
NEXT PAGE
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STEP 2

EAT GOOD FAT, DITCH BAD FAT
My generation grew up hearing a major fallacy about fat. We were told that eating fat made
you fat and we heard little about carbs’ role in weight gain. The evidence is now clear: Good
fat is crucial to thriving health and the real triggers for weight gain are sugar, refined carbs
and bad fats. The healthy fats you eat in your diet, are not the same thing as stored fat in your
body. Yes, they have the same name, but that is not the same as cause and effect.
Having enough quality fats actually increases metabolism and leads to sustained weight
management. It’s important for most people to get enough quality fat when trying to manage
weight. Our body needs nutritional caloric satiation to function properly. When you try to lose
weight simply by calorie restriction, it actually reduces metabolism. So, eat enough good fats
so your body isn’t overly stressed and can perform its key functions well.
Fat was supposed to be the big cause of heart disease and a number of other health
conditions, including weight gain. The exact opposite is true, by depriving ourselves of the
good fats we need, we’ve shifted towards the sugar and carbs that are literally killing us (and
making us gain a lot of weight)!
Healthy fats are calorically very nutrient dense. They feed the body far more per calorie than
carbs/sugar. Therefore, you get a much better bang for the buck and are able to satiate
yourself more than you can with carbs/sugar. You have to eat a lot more carbs/sugar for your
body to get the energy it needs to run than you do with fat. This is a particularly important
point for those who are trying to manage their weight.
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Now here’s the first big caveat. Highly processed and easily oxidizable and inflammatory
industrial seed vegetable oils, which we’ve been told for decades are so much better for
us, are actually a big villain. We’re talking canola, soy, corn, safflower, sunflower, the
so-called “safe fats.” These oils are extracted through chemical processes, often using toxic
substances.
Alternatively, good quality fats are essential to our existence. Here we are talking about olive,
coconut, avocado, sustainably sourced palm oil, nuts and seeds and even some quality
animal fats, including egg yolks, butter and ghee (yup, I said butter). These are whole-food
based fats, and the oils attained should be through expeller pressed methods, which, unlike
toxic chemical processing, are safe and provide a nourishing food.
The good news is, by bringing in more healthy fats and replacing the bad, you don’t have to
stop or cut something out of your diet, you’re simply swapping it with a form of fat that is much
healthier and actually tastes even better. So it’s a win, win!
Mark Hyman M.D., internationally renowned nutrition expert and author of another excellent
book Eat Fat, Get Thin: Why the Fat We Eat Is the Key to Sustained Weight Loss and Vibrant
Health says this about the latest research on good fats:

Over the last five years, the scientific evidence has been mounting that high-fat diets
outperform low-fat diets for weight loss and for reversing every single indicator of heart
disease risk, including abnormal cholesterol, diabetes, hypertension, inflammation, and
more. In fact, the evidence has found no link between dietary fat, saturated fat, or cholesterol
and heart disease.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Dietary fat speeds up your metabolism, reduces your hunger, and stimulates fat burning.
Dietary fat helps you reduce your overall calorie intake, not increase it.
Dietary fat, and saturated fat specifically, does not cause heart disease.
Dietary saturated fat raises the good kind of LDL (light, fluffy LDL) and raises HDL (the
“good” cholesterol).
Diets higher in fat promote more weight loss than diets high in carbs, and they are easier
to stick to.
Dietary fat improves brain function and mood and helps prevent dementia.
Diets very high in fat and low in carbs can reverse type 2 diabetes.
[So called] “Good” vegetable oils (such as soy, corn, sunflower, safflower) are harmful;
they create inflammation and oxidize or make your cholesterol rancid, making it more
likely to cause heart disease.
Dietary saturated fat (from butter or coconut oil) does not raise saturated fats
in your blood.
Carbohydrates—not dietary fats—turn into saturated fats in your blood, the fats that
cause heart disease.
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You want your fat stores to be of the utmost quality. The industrial seed oils that are often
oxidized before you even use them, work against your body in a myriad of ways. Source
quality is always critical! You are what you eat.
Most people find that when they shift to a diet that burns more fat for energy instead of
glucose, body weight quickly stabilizes and energy is gained. Fat and glucose burn differently
in the body. In most cases, good fat actually speeds up our metabolism. And it’s a more
sustainable source of fuel for prolonged energy.

OXIDATION IS NOT OUR FRIEND:
A key risk of consuming bad fats occurs because of a process called oxidation. Oxidation is
a disaster for the body, and another main driver of disease, including: heart disorders, cancer
and strokes. This is one reason that most vegetable oils are a problem. The bad ones oxidize
easily.
Oxidation is damage caused by oxygen. It’s like when apples or bananas turn brown from air
exposure. This happens with fats too, and it’s essentially what happens inside your body
when you eat oxidized oils. It’s kind of like rusting on the inside. The ensuing “oxidative
stress” creates “free radicals” that are inflammatory and can damage your body. Most of the
bad and highly refined vegetable oils listed above cause great risk of this happening inside
you.
Fried foods from industrial seed vegetable oils, leave your cells and arteries looking just
like the fried foods -- rugged, crusty, torn. They disable cells functioning in the short term,
and ultimately destroy healthy cells, causing heart attacks and strokes. This process is also
how oxidation fries arteries! While eating food fried in these bad oils is the worst of the worst,
eating the oils themselves generally does the same thing over time. Eating fried foods from
these oils is one of the very worst things you can do to yourself. It creates both short term
damage and suffering as well as dire consequences in the long term. (You can fry your own
foods in certain oils; see below for more details).

TRANS & HYDROGENATED FAT:
This type of fat that is now universally understood to be toxic and linked directly to coronary
artery disease is called trans fat, or hydrogenated fat. Transfats and hydrogenated or even
partially-hydrogenated oils are highly processed foods, typically made from industrial seed
vegetable oils. They are created this way through processing, so that they can be more “shelf
stable” and thus cheaper and easier to produce and store. These fats should be avoided at
all times. Be mindful, even when your label says “0” trans fats, it can still include some as it
allows for .5 grams or under to be listed as “0”. The more processed foods you eat with these
bad oils, the more the grams will add up. ANY amount will do damage.
The lesson here: ditch the margarine and bring back the butter!
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Learn more about fat: For those interested (or who need more convincing), you can
really geek out on the various types of fat our body needs, and those it doesn’t. There
are so many roles fat plays in thriving health. If you are interested in learning more, I’d
highly suggest reading the work of Dr. Mark Hyman and/or Dr. Catherine Shanahan.
Google their names along with the word “fat” for a myriad of informative articles and
videos. Here are a couple of good ones:
Dr. Hyman: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgWBKJsJtk0
Dr. Shanahan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbpX41oCi1M&t=508s
(this one’s really only for those who want to geek out on the deep science, it’s in-depth
but fascinating.)

HEALTHY EATING TIPS
& CHEATS FOR FAT:
BEST TYPES OF FATS/OILS TO USE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Olive oil: always extra virgin, cold pressed
Avocado oil
Coconut oil, virgin
Tallow and lard (from good sources, like grass-fed meats)
Butter and ghee (clarified butter), grass-fed best
Palm oil, sustainably sourced
Smaller amounts of cold or expeller pressed nut and seed oils, like macadamia, and
sesame. Flax, chia and hemp are also largely considered to be ok sources.

Diversity is important, so mix it up and get a variety each day.
How much fat to eat? Many functional nutrition experts say anywhere from 40% to 60% of
your caloric intake should come from healthy fats. You must replace the simple carbs with
something. For some, that could be north of 100 grams a day.
As with everything, your body is unique, and what will give you the energy you need is also
unique. Play around with amounts as you lower your sugar/carb intake to see what you need
to feel energized.
HEATING TEMPERATURE: When cooking, you want to keep your oils below their smoke
point. This is when they can start to form dangerous free radicals. Avocado is one of the best
for cooking at higher temperatures. Quality tallow and lard can also be good. Peanut oil can
be good for frying, but be careful of sourcing as peanuts can be full of mold and mycotoxins.
See the chart below.
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FAT SMOKE POINTS:(° F)
Avocado oil
Ghee
Palm oil
Coconut oil (expeller pressed)
Coconut oil (extra virgin)
Macadamia oil
Beef tallow
Duck fat
Lard
Olive oil (extra virgin)
Butter

520
485
455
450
350
413
400
375
370
320
250– 300

From: https://jonbarron.org/diet-and-nutrition/healthiest-cooking-oil-chart-smoke-points

GRASS-FED, WILD CAUGHT AND PASTURE-RAISED MEATS: As Dr. Mark Hyman says,
“We are what we eat… and what our food eats.” If you are not a vegan or vegetarian, then be
as mindful as possible to eat good quality animal products. The highly beneficial omega-3
fats are often more than 10 times higher in pasture-raised meats than traditional grain fed or
finished. Most of our animals are grain fed for at least the last six months of their life. This
doesn’t make it inherently bad, in fact the protein from all relatively clean meat is extremely
beneficial to our body. But if we are supposed to avoid grain, why wouldn’t we think it would
impact us when our animals eat it? As often as possible, go with the best quality and try out
the grass-fed when you are able. There are certain cuts, like roasts and fattier pieces that are
naturally higher in Omega 3s even in grain fed, so those can be better cuts to choose when
you are eating grain fed beef.
RAW NUTS AND SEEDS: These contain many good fats. One trick though is that the fats
also easily turn rancid and/or oxidize, especially when heated. You want to eat raw nuts and
seeds as much as possible. At the very least, make sure they are dry roasted, as many
companies roast the nuts in the bad industrial vegetable oils, which doubles up the trouble.
But don’t overdo the nuts. A handful a day is generally more than enough as we don’t need
too much of the special types of fat they contain, which while very important can be over
utilized and cause some trouble. Many people do not know that it’s important to store nuts in
the fridge. They will last longer and resist going rancid.
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OLIVE OIL: It’s very important that you always buy this extra virgin and cold pressed. When
it’s not, the heat and chemicals used during processing damage the oil. Store your oils in a
cool, dry place away from sun or heat, and make sure to buy in a bottle that is darker in color,
which helps protect it from oxidizing and going rancid. You also want to cook with it using low
to medium heat as it doesn’t have as high a “smoke point” and can oxidize.
Olive oils are great for salad dressings, for low heat sautéing, for drizzling on your favorite
foods and snacks. Whole olives are of course also a healthy food. One of my favorite snacks
is to make some fresh olive tapenade and use it to dip or add to foods and sauces.
It’s important to note that olive oil is unfortunately one of the most counterfeited oils in the
world. It’s not cheap, so many companies lie and either blend it with other cheaper oils, like
canola, or it’s altogether fake. So be mindful to buy from a good source. You do get what you
pay for.
AVOCADO OIL: It is the mildest in flavor of the cooking oils and can withstand the highest
cooking temperatures. Tastes good and it’s great to use for sautéing, or frying if you want to
occasionally fry something at home. It’s also great for sautéing and for salad dressings.
COCONUT AND PALM OIL: For coconut oil, you want to get a virgin product (which it won’t
always say on the jar). One way to tell is that it is typically a solid in the stores, but only up to
around 76 degrees. So depending on where you buy it or what time of year, it may look liquid.
If this is confusing, you can try the oils from the following brands: Artisana, Nutiva, and Dr.
Bronners, all of which are good quality and can be found at most health food stores and many
regular ones.
I typically use coconut oil either as a dip (I just stir in a little sea salt and use it with veggies or
the occasional rice cracker) or to stir fry with veggies or eggs. It’s also great as a fat source
in soups.
Another good source of fat is coconut milk. It has a delightful rich and creamy flavor. It’s a
cooking staple in many cultures, Indian and Thai foods are two prominent examples. I love it
in smoothies and soups. You can also find coconut cream, which is a fantastic alternative to
whipping cream.
Sustainably sourced palm oil is another good vegetable-based saturated fat that also has a
high smoke point. A good brand is Nutiva, who sells one that is from a protected farming
forest (many palm oil producers cut down and destroy rainforest or other pristine places to
source). The flavor is very nutty and might be an acquired taste for some.
BUTTER AND GHEE: Always best to get grass-fed. Kerrygold is a quality grass-fed brand you
can find in many markets. A good butter/ghee should be more yellow in color than white. In
addition to the fats, butter/ghee are a great source of Vitamin A, which is a crucial vitamin
that’s hard to get otherwise, as well as other fat soluble vitamins and trace minerals.
Ghee is a good choice. It’s butter that’s slowly heated and separated from water and milk
proteins. It’s milder in flavor than butter, and in my opinion has a slightly smoother texture. It’s
very nice, and doesn’t contain any of the milk protein casein which can cause a lot of people
food sensitivity (even those who don’t know they have it). It’s also very shelf stable since
there isn’t water in it, it’s all oil. It has a relatively high smoke point so you can sauté with it.
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I dip carrots, celery jicama or other fun veggies in ghee with Himalayan sea salt all the time
for a delicious, energizing snack.
QUALITY FISH OIL: Wild caught fish or certified sustainably farmed fish are your best
sources of this beneficial omega-3, heart and brain healthy fat. Stick primarily to smaller fish,
like salmon, anchovies, sardines, trout, etc. Larger fish, like tuna, swordfish, etc. tend to be
much higher in mercury, as they continually eat smaller fish that have accumulated their own
mercury levels which combine to store inside the larger fishes’ bodies, which can really add
up as our oceans have become more and more polluted.
Omega-3s are fragile! Never cook fish at temperatures over 340 degrees. That is the point at
which the omega-3 oils will oxidize. I find that baking at 340 cooks it just as well. Just need to
add a bit more time. If you cook it on the stovetop or grill, use medium to medium-low heat,
low and slow.
VEGANS AND VEGETARIANS: Avocado, olive, coconut, nuts and seeds, flax, chia, hemp are
all great options for fat. Try algae for omega 3s (chia, flax and hemp do have some omega 3’s,
but they aren’t very bioavailable to the body – though they still can be good for other
reasons).
TIPS FOR RESTAURANTS: Ask for steamed vegetables, and then get a side of butter or olive
oil and add to it yourself, rather than the cheap vegetable oils they typically use to sauté.
Many good restaurants will also swap out butter for vegetable oil when sautéing if you ask.
Another thing that I do when I think there might not be good options somewhere is to bring
my own olive oil and vinegar. I like to eat well when I go out, and while many restaurants now
have olive oil, I sometimes don’t want to risk not having yummy food. I bring very small 2-3
ounce glass jars with lids and fill them with my favorites. Then I have something to pour on
my salads, over steamed veggies, etc.
FAST FOOD: Do I really need to write this paragraph after all we’ve been through together
so far? Don’t do it. Yes, they are cutting every corner possible to bring you the cheapest (i.e.
most profitable), and worst of the worst quality. Full of refined carbs, sugars, terrible fats and
oils, mostly chemically laden meats, all to bring you the perfect storm of body destroying
anti-nutrition.
Just skip it and get an awesome, colorful, nutrient dense salad. If you need something fast,
find a big salad, even at a fast food joint, as many now carry. When I do fast food restaurants,
I choose places like Chipotle, where I can choose what I want off the line and only get
better stuff.
Fried foods are toxic! Generally speaking, eating deep fried foods at restaurants is one of
the worst things you can do to your body. Not only are they almost always using the bad
oils, they are using them for days at a time. Most restaurants don’t change their oil more than
once a week. These oils become rancid quickly and get more and more oxidized by the day.
Chances are good you are giving yourself a boat load of toxins that overwhelms your body
as it tries to process and clean it up (typically unsuccessfully). The negative results are both
immediate and have long term consequences. Skip it!!
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There are some fats that do a better job of frying, but most restaurants generally don’t use
them any longer. In the fairly distant past, most frying was done using tallow or lard, which are
actually much more stable and therefore not as unhealthy.
At home you can do some frying by using things like quality grass-fed lard or tallow, or at
lower temperatures, things like coconut and avocado. Even peanut oil holds up better, but
you have to find a good clean source of it.
STORAGE: Keep your good liquid unsaturated oils in dark containers and in dark, cool and
dry places, away from the stove. Heat, sunlight and air can increase their oxidization and
even cause them to become rancid. Try not to buy more than a couple months’ supply of oil
to keep it fresh and try to use it within a month after opening, that’s when it will be most fresh.
You can extend life by using wine bottle air pumps to pump out the air after each use.
ALWAYS READ YOUR LABELS: Many processed foods, even salad dressings, use the
poor-quality oils to save a buck. Be mindful that this adds up in the body. Avoid as much as
you can. (Read your labels to find alternatives for salad dressing, there are a few. Brands like
Primal Kitchen and Braggs make versions with good oils).

NOW ON TO STEP 3
NEXT PAGE
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STEP 3

EAT A RAINBOW OF VEGETABLES
(AND A BIT OF FRUIT):
Ah veggies and fruit! The powerhouses of nutrients. The more vegetables, and fruit to a
lesser degree, we can eat, the better. One of the best things we all can do is to bath our body
in as many as we possibly can. In modern life, we are faced with far too many irritants and not
enough nutrients to help counteract it all.
Fresh vegetables and fruits are chock full of nourishment called “micronutrients,” which
include vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and phytonutrients – as well as quality fiber and
some good carbohydrates for energy. These nutrients are critical for the body’s vast array of
working systems -- deep down at the cellular level. They also help clean up damage done
from bad fats, sugar and a whole host of environmental toxins.
More than a third of our population, some studies show over 50%, are deficient in basic
vitamins and minerals. Considering the amount of nutrients we actually need to thrive, not
just survive, most of us are woefully undernourished in these important micronutrients.
Taking vitamin/mineral supplements can have some benefit, but they are not adequate for
the deep nutrition our body needs. They are often poorly absorbed and not highly
bioavailable. No single or even multi-nutrient pill can contain the thousands of micronutrients
that are available from the whole food source.
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Vegetables can be indulged in liberally. Fruit intake needs to be more carefully monitored.
Most fruits are high in sugar, and as you read earlier, there are problems with that. Thankfully,
whole fruit typically comes with a lot of fiber that helps slow down the sugar absorption,
which can help keep blood sugar spikes more moderate than straight up sugar. Due to the
many vital nutrients within them, fruit can certainly be a healthy part of most people’s diets,
but be mindful of how much and how often. A handful or two of lower sugar berries is more
than enough for a day of good nutrition and sugar balance. One, or maybe two servings of
fruit a day is likely plenty for most people. If you are challenged with blood sugar issues, like
diabetes, you should be particularly careful.
Keep starchy vegetables to a minimum as well. These include tubers like potatoes, corn and
beans. They have more capacity to break down into sugar. One or two servings a day.
Vitamins and minerals are critical essential nutrients that we have likely all heard much
about. They perform countless functions in the body. They help convert food into energy,
repair cellular damage, heal wounds, strengthen bones, and support a functioning immune
system among many other crucial supports for our body’s needs.
Antioxidants and phytonutrients literally put out fires in the body, that’s their job. They help
undo at least some of the detrimental choices we inevitably make in our lives – whether it be
from food choices, environmental exposures, stress, etc.
Get in a wide diversity of colors every day. The rainbow isn’t just for the beauty on your
plate, it’s also key to nutritional diversity. There is no pill or isolate than can match the
important spectrum of diverse nutrients that comes from the whole plant.
HOW ANTIOXIDANTS HELP TAME FREE RADICALS: Free radicals are independent species
in the body that form in relation to oxidation. When numbering too high they can be
extremely reactive and destructive to the body and its proper functioning. In fact, it is one of
the main drivers of disease and a whole host of challenges in the body.
Obviously, the more exposure you have from various internal and external sources, the more
at risk you are. The good news is that antioxidants are the primary method of wrangling and
neutralizing free radicals, helping to shift oxidative stress. Antioxidant molecules can safely
interact with free radicals and terminate the chain reaction before fundamental other
molecules are damaged.
What is a primary source of antioxidants for our bodies? Yep, vegetables and fruit. The more
we eat, the more of the dirty work they can do to clean up free radical damage in the body. If
we get enough, depending on the toxic load of course, it can stop damage before it even
starts. This is why, in our modern life with so many toxic exposures, it’s so important that we
eat as many vegetables (and some fruit) as we can.
FIBER: Another good benefit of vegetables is the all-important fiber. It helps bulk up the
stool, including detoxified “bad stuff” our body needs to flush out -- moving everything
through the intestines. It also helps minimize blood sugar spikes by slowing down sugar
breakdown and absorption, helps feed good gut bacteria (microbiome) that contribute
numerous benefits to our healthy functioning – among other benefits.
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You may have also heard about “detox.” The nutrients in vegetables and fruit are critical
components to assisting your body detox systems to clean house. The fiber then helps flush
out the many toxins that accumulate in our bodies and keep your bowel movements regular.
They are literally the most important thing you can add into your diet to help you detox better.
For these and many more reasons, robust consumption of vegetables and some fruit are a
cornerstone of any healthy diet. Dive in!

HEALTHY EATING TIPS
& CHEATS FOR VEGETABLES:
COOKING AND PREPARATION: Generally speaking, it’s best to steam, not boil your
veggies. They leech out a fair amount of vitamins and nutrients into the boiled water.
You can also sauté them, though try to do so at lower heat and with good fats or liquids. I’ve
found that steaming many vegetables, followed by a very quick sauté (in the same pan, just
dump the water), makes for a very tasty dish. I drizzle some avocado, olive or coconut oil, or
maybe even some butter or ghee.
Some veggies bake well, like tubers and root vegetables.
Add a good quality whole sea salt at the very end of cooking. If you put it on too early, salt
pulls moisture out of your veggies and will make them cook in their own liquids, which can
make them more mushy and less tasty, especially when sautéing.
Raw vs. cooked: Raw vegetables and fruit have more of their nutrients and enzymes still
intact. Whereas cooking will damage or release some nutrients. Variety is fine, try to mix it up.
For some people who can’t handle raw vegetables, cooking is the only way. If you use the
preparation tips above, you’ll still get plenty of nutrients.
There’s a great book which goes into detail on how best to prepare and store your fruits and
vegetables for maximal nutrition. It’s called Eating on the Wild Side: The Missing Link to
Optimum Health by Jo Robinson. She also has many good tips on her website at
www.eatwild.com/eating_on_the_wild_side.html
Fresh, Frozen or Canned? Generally speaking, if you live somewhere that you can get good
quality fresh produce which wasn’t picked and shipped too long before the purchase date,
like a farmer’s market with local produce, or a grocery store that carries quality produce, this
will by far be your best quality in terms of taste and nutrients.
There are certain circumstances where flash frozen vegetables and fruits can also retain as
much or in some cases more nutrients as fresh (broccoli is a good example as its most
beneficial nutrients degrade just a couple of days after picking). This is especially true if you
live somewhere vegetables are not very fresh. “Fresh” veggies and fruit are often picked
before they are ripe and shipped great distances, allowing for degradation in taste and in
nutritional value. Frozen vegetables are often picked at peak ripeness, and frozen very soon
after picking. Try to eat frozen vegetables within the first 3 months as the nutritional value
degrades over time.
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Canned vegetables should generally be skipped. They lose a lot of nutrients in the canning
process, and are often filled with unhealthy preservatives, and toxins that leach from the
plastic lining in the cans. Exceptions include tomatoes and pumpkin.
GOING ORGANIC: As much as you possibly can, buy organic. The pesticides, herbicides,
fertilizers, etc. that are used to help produce conventionally grown crops are shown to be
particularly toxic to humans. These chemicals can mess with hormones, raise your risk for
cancer, diabetes and a host of other issues. There are some quality studies that show organic
vegetables have higher levels of many nutrients, including antioxidants.
I realize it’s not always possible to buy organic, especially depending on where you live.
Environmental Working Group (EWG) has done a great job of identifying the biggest problem
fruits and vegetables on their annual “Dirty Dozen” list. They do rigorous testing and research
to identify the most pesticide ridden fruits and vegetables every year. Here are the worst 12,
in the order of the worst first: Strawberries, Spinach, Nectarines, Apples, Peaches, Pears,
Cherries, Grapes, Celery, Tomatoes, Sweet bell peppers, Potatoes, Hot Peppers. Try to get
organic with these for sure. Or swap it out for one of the cleaner options. If you can’t find fresh
organic and you really need one of these items, consider getting organic frozen.
Speaking of cleaner conventionally grown options, EWG also has a list called the “Clean 15”
listing the least contaminated: Sweet Corn, Avocados, Pineapples, Cabbage, Onions, Sweet
peas frozen, Papayas, Asparagus, Mangos, Eggplant, Honeydew Melon, Kiwi, Cantaloupe,
Cauliflower, Grapefruit.
EWG makes a great set of phone apps for identifying more and less toxic foods in general.
You can also check out their food score website at: https://www.ewg.org/foodscores#.
We_cuxNSzyU Here, they rank a whole host of things you might find at the grocery store.
FERMENTED VEGGIES & FRUITS: By this point I’m sure many of you have heard about the
benefits of probiotics toward a healthy gut microbiome. There is a plethora of good research
which shows that eating probiotic rich foods and supplements can really help improve the
health of our guts. This in turn boosts our entire body, including our immune system. Even
with some of the best probiotics in pill form, you aren’t going to get anywhere near as many
of the good bacteria as you can with something like traditionally fermented sauerkrauts,
which can have trillions of good bacteria compared to billions in pill form.
You can buy them now premade in many health food stores. There are sauerkrauts, but also
fermented pickles, carrots and a whole host of veggies and even fruit (shredded apple) that
you can enjoy. Be aware though that we are not talking about the “pickled” sauerkraut or
pickles on the shelves, the probiotic forms are kept in the refrigerated sections and should
say something like “probiotic food” on the label. It is an acquired taste for some, but well
worth the effort. These are very nutrient dense foods and your gut will love you for it.
Start slow with probiotic foods. If your body isn’t used to probiotics, it can be a tricky
adjustment for some. Start with a teaspoon, and if you do ok, increase from there. Eventually,
enjoy a half a cup or even a cup a day of fermented vegetables with your meals. There is a
small percentage of people (myself included), who just don’t do well with probiotics for
reasons we won’t get into here. They aren’t bad for anyone that we know of, but hard to
tolerate (can cause intestinal discomfort). If you find that even a slow introduction doesn’t
settle well in your gut, you may have to skip the fermented vegetables.
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HERBS AND SPICES: Be liberal with herbs and spices. They are some of the most nutrient
dense foods we have. There is a wide variety out there to try. Fresh herbs generally have
more nutrients, but dried are still a good choice.
SALADS: Salads are a fantastic way to get lots of veggies (and fruit), for a real powerhouse,
nutrient dense meal. Great for lunch, even at work. You can easily make your own ahead of
time and bring it with you. Even make up a whole weeks worth ahead of time in containers
(Google mason jar salads for some really fun ideas). Mix in a variety of different types of
lettuce, even some darker greens. I usually add in some other veggies like radishes, carrots,
cucumber, fresh turmeric, leftover cooked veggies, nuts, seeds, avocado, leftover salmon or
other protein, maybe even a grain like quinoa. Sprouts are extra nutrient dense.
I even make my own salad dressings, as many from the stores contain the bad oils we talked
about above. I shake together some apple cider or balsamic vinegar, salt, pepper, a pinch of
herbs, then mix with oils like olive, avocado, cold pressed sesame, macadamia nut, etc. Takes
about two minutes, tastes great and I know it’s good stuff. I use one part base flavor (vinegar)
and two to three parts oil. Again, the fats are what make it most satiating.
For the most nutrient dense types of lettuce, look for varieties with open leaves, which
generally have much higher amounts of phytonutrients. Closed headed varieties have less
(cabbage and radicchio are two exceptions). Red, purple and reddish brown leaves have the
most phytonutrients, followed by darker greens. The lightest green have the least (iceberg
lettuce has almost no nutritional value, skip it). Also, the more intense the flavor, the more
nutritional value.
SMOOTHIES: A great way to get a lot of vegetable and fruit nutrition are from smoothies.
Green smoothies in particular, that are 70% or more vegetables. If you have a good blender,
you process standard items like cucumber, kale, fats like coconut milk or avocado, yogurt,
some blueberries, lemon, and maybe chia seeds along with ice. One of my favorite items to
add in is zucchini, which to me adds a really silky texture and taste. There are countless
recipes online and smoothie cookbooks (look for “paleo” smoothie recipes for the healthiest).
It really is a great way to start your day and kick it off with loads of nutrients for your body.
GARLIC: Garlic is a powerhouse of antioxidants, particularly the antioxidant allicin. Cut, chop
or crush it and let it sit for 10 minutes before cooking with it. This helps release an enzyme
that protects the good stuff from heat and helps you realize the best nutrients. If you don’t
wait, heat kills many of the beneficial nutrients.
Be adventurous, mix it up! Try new veggies and fruits. Keep the colors flowing. If at first you
don’t like something, give it a chance, your taste buds do adjust. Especially as you cut back
on sugar, both your taste buds and your brain start to recalibrate. The subtle flavors that you
might not have noticed or tolerated before, start to shift.
Hopefully you can see the value in a more healthy eating lifestyle. For most of you, taking
these steps on will help you feel a new lease on life that is more vibrant and fulfilling. When
your body works, it’s a whole new horizon.
These three steps will take your health a long way forward. You should notice a difference
pretty quickly. Celebrate even the little victories and take it step-by-step. This is your life, you
deserve to treat yourself well…
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
FOR SUCCESS:
FOR MORE HELPFUL TIPS, INCLUDING:
•
•
•
•

My favorite foods shopping list
Great books & podcasts
Links to recipes & ideas for easy cooking
More
www.matthewalbracht.com/resources

Matthew Albracht is a Functional Medicine Certified Health Coach
(FMCHC) through the Functional Medicine Coaching Academy, a
collaboration with the Institute for Functional Medicine (chaired by
Dr. Mark Hyman), which is the only internationally approved
Functional Medicine health coach training program through the
International Consortium for Health and Wellness coaches that has
completely incorporated Functional Medicine and Functional
Nutrition into the curriculum. He also graduated from Functional
Nutrition Alliance's Full Body Systems program.
Matthew has a B.A. in psychology and an Master degree in Humanities and Leadership with
a focus on Culture, Ecology and Sustainable Community.
Matthew spent the first part of his career as co-founder, Director and currently a board
member of The Peace Alliance (www.thepeacealliance.org), an alliance of organizers and
advocates throughout the United States taking the work of peacebuilding from the margins
of society into the centers of national discourse and policy priorities. They mobilize a network
of grassroots teams in cities, towns, colleges and high school campuses. It was co-founded
by one of his most important mentors, Marianne Williamson, best-selling author and thought
leader. Matthew has coached and trained hundreds of people to be more effective citizens
and activists towards our shared cause of peace.

*DISCLAIMER:
The content within this document should not be considered medical advice and is not intended to constitute
or substitute for medical advice or counseling. Matthew Albracht is not a healthcare practitioner or provider.
The information is for reference only and should be considered for general informational purposes only. You
should always consult with a health professional for any medical advice. The information within is made
available to you as a self-help tools for your own awareness.
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QUICK GLANCE CHEAT SHEET!
(These aren’t in order of importance, each one is equally crucial.)

STEP 1: REDUCE SUGAR & REFINED CARBS:
Inside, we’ll explore why you should reduce refined sugar and simple carb intake. Too much
sugar is highly inflammatory in the body and is a hot bed for diabetes, heart disease and
cancer. It causes weight gain by triggering the body to store fat, along with a whole host of
other troubling consequences. Did you know that high fructose corn syrup, the main
sweetener in things like sugary soda and many other processed foods, is now believed to be
one of the top disease creators on the planet? Grains, especially refined flours, quickly turn
into sugar in your bloodstream as well, so they should be kept to a minimum. Suggestion:
stick to one serving of grains per day and make sugar a more infrequent treat. Read below
for healthier sweetener and flour alternatives (that are super tasty too!). Eat sugars sparingly,
and limit grain servings to 1 per day maximum.

STEP 2: EAT GOOD FATS, DITCH BAD FATS:
We will look at why you should be delighting in plenty of healthy and satiating fats, including:
extra virgin olive oil, avocado oil, coconut (all cold pressed), and for non-vegetarians, ghee
and good quality fish & grass-fed animal fats. These fats are critical nutrients, often
anti-inflammatory and help fuel your body far more sustainably than sugar. Most of us aren’t
actually getting enough good fat, so add the butter back to those sautéed vegetables! We’ll
also explore why you should eliminate bad inflammatory fats, including easily oxidized
industrial seed vegetable oils like canola, soy, corn, safflower, sunflower, etc. (yes, I know,
we’ve been told over the last few decades that they are better than whole food, unrefined
fats, but they are not). It’s also critical to strictly avoid all hydrogenated and trans fats – but be
aware, they are hiding out in all kinds of processed foods. The good news is that you can be
quite liberal with how much healthy fat you are eating -- be decadent!

STEP 3: BATHE YOUR BODY IN A RAINBOW OF VEGETABLES (& A BIT OF
FRUIT) – VITAMINS, MINERALS, ANTIOXIDANTS, PHYTONUTRIENTS, FIBER:
Eat as many vegetables as you can possibly squeeze in each day. Unlimited! 6-10 servings a
day minimum. Fruits can be important too, just keep them on the modest side (sugar!), 1 or 2
servings a day depending on how well your body can handle balancing blood sugar (more on
this inside). Delight in as many colors and varieties as you can. The individual colors in the
rainbow spectrum each contain different phytonutrients that are critical for our bodies
optimal functioning. The vast array of nutrients all contribute to a vibrantly functioning body
and are especially crucial in keeping disease causing stimuli at bay.
Overarching Principle: Drop the processed foods and switch to whole foods! If there are more
than five ingredients listed on the label, and you can’t pronounce them or would need a
scientific translator, then a good rule of thumb is to skip it! This principle underlies all the rest.
You’ll find if you follow the three steps above, there aren’t many highly processed foods you
can or would want to indulge in much anyway.
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INTRODUCTION
Are you feeling like your body is struggling more and more to serve you in the way it once
did? Does any of the following sound familiar to you?
• Feeling rundown more often than you’d like?
• Foggy headed and/or desperate for a nap every day (especially after that lunchtime
sandwich)?
• Missing the energy you had in your younger years?
• Having challenges shedding the extra weight that has creeped slowly upon your frame
over the years?
• Feeling frustrated by creaky, stiff joints and muscles that seem to grow worse with age?
• Need but are having a hard time getting quality sleep?
• Do you feel like your starving just an hour or two after eating your granola for breakfast or
sandwich for lunch?
• Maybe even getting diagnosed with potentially serious health challenges?
• Concerned you might be heading toward a challenging last leg of your life, when it arrives?
These questions represent just a few examples of the slow decline and the challenges that
many of us face -- which many incorrectly accept as something that inevitably happens as
we age.
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Here is some good and bad news. Your eating choices play a PREDOMINANT role in helping
to either create or abate these conditions. Far, far more than most of us realize.
Healthy food and lifestyle choices are more than just virtuous habit, they are the almost
magic key to keeping our body running in its optimal and precision-tuned natural state of
wellness. It is poor choices that are often the driving force behind our undue degradation. Of
course, we are going to decline with age, but it doesn’t have to be to the rate and severity at
which most of us are currently devolving.
The really encouraging news that I’m excited to share with you in this report is that vibrant
and enlivening health are within grasp for most people. Weaving these nutritional steps into
your life can help create substantial healing for your body and get you back into the shape
from which you can thrive – leading to a more fulfilling, functional life.
The three steps highlighted within are the most highly leveraged for creating good health
and vitality and will help you get more of your awesome on in life.*

THESE STEPS CAN HELP YOU:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevent and in many cases reverse disease,
Generate more energy and vitality,
Improve mood,
Lose weight without worrying about calories (eat plenty of the good stuff!),
Improve blood sugar and cholesterol,
Shed longstanding body aches and pains,
Clear up foggy-headedness,
Create vibrant skin,
Produce better sleep,
And more…

Pursuing the course of action spelled out in this ebook will form a solid foundation for anyone
seeking a better-quality life and will almost certainly help you realize noticeably positive
results. While the steps are undoubtedly not the only things you can do for better health, they
are at the top of the list.
I’ll take you step-by-step through how you can integrate these changes into your current
eating habits with relative ease, while creating maximal results. Even those of you juggling
within a crazy, busy modern life can implement pieces as you are able and start to improve.
Every step you take, even the small ones, will make a difference.
The most important thing to keep in mind is that all three of the steps work in powerful
concert with one another. Each supports the other in crucial ways.
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What this is NOT is a depravation “diet.” It’s a lifestyle eating shift that is full of really amazing
food. We will go through some healthy and delicious alternatives to the things that you might
feel the most resistance from letting go. Where most “diets” fail is when they require
participants to deprive themselves of tasty and needed energy producing foods that are
essential for both nourishment and satisfaction. Moderation can certainly be important
around the habits that do not contribute towards our flourishing health. While you might eat
less of the treats you are used to, you will find very hearty and satisfying alternatives (in fact
you’ll likely find that you won’t need to eat as much when you are giving your body the deep
nourishment it needs).
When I started on my own health journey relating to food in the manner I describe within, the
most surprising thing I learned was that I could really eat as much food as I wanted and
needed. I just switched to the right stuff -- very tasty and satisfying alternatives. In fact, when
friends and family come over for a meal I prepare, they are almost always shocked I eat such
rich and yummy foods and still maintain a slim figure (plus I have pretty phenomenal lab
health markers and indicators).
They might see me cooking a typical meal of some roasted wild salmon served with a hearty
butter, sage and white balsamic reduction. On the side could be some avocado oil roasted
sweet potatoes, along with zucchini and kale sautéed in coconut oil and a mixed green salad
full of colorful fillers. Maybe even almond or cassava flour chocolate chip cookies for a treat
(many folks can’t even tell it’s not wheat flour).
There is much good food to eat. More ideas as you read further.

A NOTE ABOUT
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
Following these steps can help you balance
weight, without having to count calories.
Trying to lose some weight? Most of us think we are supposed to exercise much more and
eat much less. But it’s not really that simple. Exercise only accounts for about 20% of weight
loss. What’s a far more important piece of the equation is WHAT you eat (not how much!).
Getting your body back in balance and eating the nutrient dense foods your body
desperately needs will often do the trick when it comes to weight management. Not only
does the scientific research point to this, I’ve seen it happen many times with folks I’ve
worked, as well as through my own personal experience.
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I honestly NEVER even think about how many calories I’m eating in a meal. Calorie counting
isn’t in my frame of reality. And, I’m not just naturally skinny. When I started on this dietary
shift as described within, I actually quickly lost 25 pounds that I’d slowly collected over the
years. My cravings (and at times obsessive need to overeat) have largely balanced out as I’ve
made the shifts spelled out below – at least in comparison to where I was for so many years.
The more traditional “weight loss” approaches of calorie counting and food limiting are
certainly one strategy to lose weight in the short term, but if you aren’t changing your overall
eating habits toward healthier choices, it will only last so long. You can’t restrict calories to a
significant degree forever, your body needs the fuel and nourishment it needs. And more
importantly, it’s no fun!
You want and need to be eating really decadent, nutrient dense foods, even when you are
snacking. When you get enough of the good stuff, it will feel more fulfilling and enjoyable.
When you do try to starve yourself, at some point, you’ll cave.
The ultimate goal isn’t to limit food, it’s to expand healthy and delicious options! Bring into
your life really yummy foods that feel exciting while also much more nourishing (you’ll learn
about a lot of really tasty options as you read further).
As we begin to dig into these three steps, there is want to reiterate an important over-arching
key to vibrant health: eat a whole foods diet that is as free of processed foods as you can
get it. If you have a lot of foods in your house that have more than five ingredients on the
label, you should probably toss them out. If there are ingredients you can’t pronounce or
haven’t even heard of in nature, that is not a good sign. These are not things we evolved to
eat. Our body does not want or need them, and in many cases, they are downright toxic and
work against our body’s healthy and aligned functioning. So please keep that in mind as you
start to make these more specific shifts in these categories.
Ok, on that note, let’s get started!

NOW ON TO STEP 1
NEXT PAGE
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STEP 1

REDUCE REFINED SUGAR
& SIMPLE CARBS
I know, I know, this is a BIG one for some folks. Sugar is one of the most addictive substances
on the planet. It stimulates dopamine receptors in the brain which can make it a real
challenge to resist if you are regularly hopped up on it. The good news is that once you shift
your eating habits, the cravings for this drug dissipate. As you fill your body with the nutrients
it really needs you’ll start to feel more fulfilled by other, healthier but still satisfying and
tasty options.
It’s important to know that carbs and sugar both convert to glucose (a form of sugar) in the
body to be used as energy -- and, yikes, when in excess, it’s often stored as body fat.
While I don’t want to get too technical here, I do want to give you a little overview of the
health mechanisms behind nutrition, how your body works in relation to these steps and why
they are important.
There are three main “macronutrients” that your body uses to make energy, they are: carbs,
fat and protein. Each one is critical and offers different support for the body. For most of our
evolution we weighted our energy sources much more towards fats and proteins than we did
from glucose, which in modern times, predominantly come from sugar and refined carbs
(flour & breads, white rice, etc.).
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Since our bodies were not designed for this kind of diet, it has really done a number on our
health. The high refined carb/sugar diet is certainly not the only factor in our health decline
as a species, but it is one of the bigger culprits.
For the last few decades, we have been erroneously told, from bad science, that fat was the
culprit of heart disease and diabetes, what we now know is that the real culprit is refined
sugar and carbs (as well as highly processed foods and bad fats, which we’ll discuss later).
E.g. some research shows that those with the highest intake of sugar have a 275% increased
risk of heart disease!
Also, weight issues used to be blamed on fat from food, but what we’ve learned in nutrition
science is that sugar and excessive amounts of refined carbs are the top culprits.

WHAT MAKES GLUCOSE CREATE THESE PROBLEMS
AND HOW DOES IT ADD TO WEIGHT?
How glucose-fueled energy works is that carbs and sugar are converted into glucose in your
body which feed your cells. While we need to burn some glucose from veggies, fruit and
possibly some grains, we now know that high levels of glucose are not the best primary
source of fuel for most people.
Carbohydrates and sugars (especially one of the biggest dietary evils, high fructose corn
syrup) turn on the fat production factory in your liver. The carbs and sugar convert to glucose
in our body, typically at higher levels than we need, that raises blood sugar unhealthily and
kicks our metabolic system into gear while also triggering insulin to be produced in greater
quantities than we’d like to see. (Insulin is the hormone in your body that helps usher glucose
energy into your cells.) The more your body has to process high blood sugar in this way, the
more likely your cells are to become insulin resistant, which in turn makes you need more and
more of it to process the excessive glucose. (This is a big cause of diabetes.) And since your
body’s insulin can’t process the excess sugar it doesn’t really need, it causes our body to
store it as fat, especially the most dangerous kind, belly fat (a good sign you are getting
insulin resistant). Essentially, your body becomes overrun with fat storage. Hence the
weight gain.
Also, because glucose isn’t as dense a form of nutrition as the fat we eat (not the kind created
in the liver through lipogenesis that becomes stored fat in the body), and most of us aren’t
getting enough good fat, our body holds on to the fat that is created as it literally thinks
it’s starving!
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Generally speaking, fat is actually a better source of fuel for your body to burn than glucose
as good fats (and protein) are much more dense in nutrients. So when you are eating a lot of
sugar/carbs, you actually feel hungrier and have to eat more because your body is not getting
the nourishment it needs. Also, when your body is running on carbs instead of fat, you are
more susceptible to energy crashes as glucose burns more quickly, so you feel like you need
to eat more often to avoid getting “hangry” in the afternoon between meals, for example,
which triggers your brain to go for a little sugary treat to satiate. Calorie for calorie, for most
people it’s better to use healthy fats as an energy source. It burns more steadily and keeps
your energy better balanced throughout the day once you’ve adapted to burning it as your
main energy source. We’ll explore fat in more depth later.
Excess sugar and glucose are one of the most inflammatory substances in our body. Many of
you have probably heard that excessive inflammation is one of the leading causes of disease
and early death. It also causes issues with mood, low energy, brain fog, and a host of other
problems in the body. Excess glucose and the ensuing inflammatory responses are not
our friends.
Some people actually do better with more carbs than others (though never to the scale of
what most get when on the standard American (SAD) diet). Some do better with less fat than
others. Balance is always key, and you must pay attention to what your body is telling you. If
you find you are more on the scale of carbs, then eat more starchy tubers, legumes, or whole
grains without lots of additives or preservatives.
I know some of you may not be ready (yet!) to eliminate most or all of your refined sugar and
white flour you are presently eating from your diet, but every bit you can cut out will help. Be
brave and bold though! Your life and vitality are worth it.

HEALTHY EATING TIPS
& CHEATS FOR LOW CARB/SUGAR:
CRAVINGS CAN BE TRICKY: Pace yourself if you need to as you scale back your sugar and
carbs. As was said earlier, particularly for those of you who already eat large quantities, they
can be quite addictive. Know that your body might put up a fight in the first few days of your
transition. You may get cranky, headachy, tired or have other symptoms. This will pass soon,
especially if you are taking steps 2 and 3 below seriously and putting in good quality satiating
foods. Take pride in your victories, and be gentle with yourself with inevitable missteps.
If you are having your carbs at all three meals, plus corn or potato chips as a snack, and
maybe some cake or other starchy desert or snack at night, you can start slow and build. Can
you remove one of these items a day to start? In week two or three, cut down to two a day,
and so on? Try it out. Your body will start to balance, though it will really kick in once your
threshold of sugar is low enough to recalibrate your systems so that the cravings really
do fade.
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Have sugar alternatives on hand to help steer the cravings toward better options. Going cold
turkey off sugar if you are addicted can be pretty hard to do. Again, if you need to ease into
it, do so. Ex., make some chocolate chip cookies out of almond or cassava flour and sweeten
with one of the alternative sugars listed below.
FRUIT: The good news is fruit isn’t really in the same category as refined sugar. Because it
comes whole and with fiber, it processes differently in the body. BUT, it’s still high in sugar, so
try to keep it to 1-2 servings per day. Berries and tart citrus tend to be lowest in sugars. If you
are trying to lose weight or have diabetes or pre-diabetes, you’d better keep it to a minimum,
at least while you are getting your body back into better shape.
FRUIT JUICE SHOULD BE AVOIDED: Sorry, it’s not much better than soda pop when it’s
stripped from the fibers and whole fruit.
LIMIT YOUR GRAINS: You ultimately want to try and limit yourself to 1 serving of grains a day
or less. But again, play around with what you can tolerate and what your body most needs to
be sustainable. For the most part, it’s better to get whole grains.
Here are grains/carbs that don’t do you many favors: Wheat (especially gluten for many), rice
and pastas, keep these to an occasional treat, like once or twice a week.
Starchy vegetables are a good substitute that can help fill the carb void (and they are
important because they help provide insoluble fiber and feed your microbiome, or good
probiotic gut bugs). Some good choices are: sweet potatoes and other tubers, like jicama,
turnips, beets, yucca and red skinned potatoes. Also parsnips, celery root, plantain, and
squashes (butternut, acorn, kabocha, delicata, pumpkin, spaghetti, etc.).
Casava makes a great corn chip alternative – but be mindful of the oils used (Read on to Step
2 for more on best oils to use). You can check out my favorite foods resource list on my
website at: www.matthewalbracht.com/2017/10/27/favorite-foods-shopping-list
High Fructose Corn Syrup is pretty much evil! No Soda Pop! This is the kind of sugar they
now use in most sodas and to sweeten much of the processed food out there. Watch your
ingredients, it is used in many processed foods. This should be a strict no.
THINK OF REFINED CANE SUGAR LIKE ALCOHOL: Use it sparingly, like you would an
alcoholic beverage. It should be an occasional treat, not a daily staple. Better yet, use
alternatives listed below which are more stable and less damaging, while also being
delightfully sweet.
SPEAKING OF ALCOHOL: Beer and wine in particular convert to sugar in your blood pretty
rapidly, so be mindful. Go for dryer wines and skip beer as much as possible. Hard liquor is a
safer bet in terms of sugar (but still not a health food!). If you are going to make a mixed drink,
use bubbly water and lemon, lime, non-sweetened cranberry, or some aromatic bitters to
flavor, not soda pop or concentrated juices. You’ll come to appreciate the fresh flavors.
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GOOD SUGAR ALTERNATIVES: Two of the best are Stevia and MonkFruit sweetener
(Lakanto brand is nice). MonkFruit looks and converts in recipes just like sugar, and has a
pleasant sweet flavor not too dissimilar to refined sugar, but with no calories or blood sugar
spike. Here are some other decent ones, though they should still be used sparingly: Coconut
sugar; maple syrup; maple sugar, raw honey.
ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS ARE A HUGE NO-NO: We’re talking about nutrasweet,
saccharine, etc. There is much evidence showing concern for their impact on your health. If
your goal is to lose weight, think again. These substances can actually cause weight gain.
They set your body up to receive glucose and get you more receptive when other calories
come. They can wreak havoc on your metabolism and some new research is showing that
they can even mess up your microbiome.
GOOD CARB ALTERNATIVES: In addition to the starchy vegetables listed above, here are
some additions. Cassava flour, almond flour and coconut flour are the best alternatives to
mainstream grains. Cassava and coconut are actually prebiotic, which means for most
people, they feed good gut bacteria or “probiotics.” They really do taste great in different
ways, and many good mixes are out there for pancakes, cakes, cookies, pastries, tortillas, etc.
For the occasional treat, they are a much better option than most other grains.
For a good pasta alternative, you can try specialized "vegetable noodles." You can find
vegetable spiralizers at most stores that carry kitchen wares. Many high-end grocery stores
now even sell pre-spiralized vegetables. I really like carrot and zucchini. Sweet potato,
butternut squash and beet are good too. Spaghetti squash actually makes a fantastic
alternative for spaghetti noodles, I enjoy it just as much. There is also a product called
“Shirataki noodles” made from a Japanese yam that are tasty and closer to traditional pasta.
The brand name I’m familiar with is called “Miracle Noodles”.

NOW ON TO STEP 2
NEXT PAGE
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STEP 2

EAT GOOD FAT, DITCH BAD FAT
My generation grew up hearing a major fallacy about fat. We were told that eating fat made
you fat and we heard little about carbs’ role in weight gain. The evidence is now clear: Good
fat is crucial to thriving health and the real triggers for weight gain are sugar, refined carbs
and bad fats. The healthy fats you eat in your diet, are not the same thing as stored fat in your
body. Yes, they have the same name, but that is not the same as cause and effect.
Having enough quality fats actually increases metabolism and leads to sustained weight
management. It’s important for most people to get enough quality fat when trying to manage
weight. Our body needs nutritional caloric satiation to function properly. When you try to lose
weight simply by calorie restriction, it actually reduces metabolism. So, eat enough good fats
so your body isn’t overly stressed and can perform its key functions well.
Fat was supposed to be the big cause of heart disease and a number of other health
conditions, including weight gain. The exact opposite is true, by depriving ourselves of the
good fats we need, we’ve shifted towards the sugar and carbs that are literally killing us (and
making us gain a lot of weight)!
Healthy fats are calorically very nutrient dense. They feed the body far more per calorie than
carbs/sugar. Therefore, you get a much better bang for the buck and are able to satiate
yourself more than you can with carbs/sugar. You have to eat a lot more carbs/sugar for your
body to get the energy it needs to run than you do with fat. This is a particularly important
point for those who are trying to manage their weight.
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Now here’s the first big caveat. Highly processed and easily oxidizable and inflammatory
industrial seed vegetable oils, which we’ve been told for decades are so much better for
us, are actually a big villain. We’re talking canola, soy, corn, safflower, sunflower, the
so-called “safe fats.” These oils are extracted through chemical processes, often using toxic
substances.
Alternatively, good quality fats are essential to our existence. Here we are talking about olive,
coconut, avocado, sustainably sourced palm oil, nuts and seeds and even some quality
animal fats, including egg yolks, butter and ghee (yup, I said butter). These are whole-food
based fats, and the oils attained should be through expeller pressed methods, which, unlike
toxic chemical processing, are safe and provide a nourishing food.
The good news is, by bringing in more healthy fats and replacing the bad, you don’t have to
stop or cut something out of your diet, you’re simply swapping it with a form of fat that is much
healthier and actually tastes even better. So it’s a win, win!
Mark Hyman M.D., internationally renowned nutrition expert and author of another excellent
book Eat Fat, Get Thin: Why the Fat We Eat Is the Key to Sustained Weight Loss and Vibrant
Health says this about the latest research on good fats:

Over the last five years, the scientific evidence has been mounting that high-fat diets
outperform low-fat diets for weight loss and for reversing every single indicator of heart
disease risk, including abnormal cholesterol, diabetes, hypertension, inflammation, and
more. In fact, the evidence has found no link between dietary fat, saturated fat, or cholesterol
and heart disease.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Dietary fat speeds up your metabolism, reduces your hunger, and stimulates fat burning.
Dietary fat helps you reduce your overall calorie intake, not increase it.
Dietary fat, and saturated fat specifically, does not cause heart disease.
Dietary saturated fat raises the good kind of LDL (light, fluffy LDL) and raises HDL (the
“good” cholesterol).
Diets higher in fat promote more weight loss than diets high in carbs, and they are easier
to stick to.
Dietary fat improves brain function and mood and helps prevent dementia.
Diets very high in fat and low in carbs can reverse type 2 diabetes.
[So called] “Good” vegetable oils (such as soy, corn, sunflower, safflower) are harmful;
they create inflammation and oxidize or make your cholesterol rancid, making it more
likely to cause heart disease.
Dietary saturated fat (from butter or coconut oil) does not raise saturated fats
in your blood.
Carbohydrates—not dietary fats—turn into saturated fats in your blood, the fats that
cause heart disease.
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You want your fat stores to be of the utmost quality. The industrial seed oils that are often
oxidized before you even use them, work against your body in a myriad of ways. Source
quality is always critical! You are what you eat.
Most people find that when they shift to a diet that burns more fat for energy instead of
glucose, body weight quickly stabilizes and energy is gained. Fat and glucose burn differently
in the body. In most cases, good fat actually speeds up our metabolism. And it’s a more
sustainable source of fuel for prolonged energy.

OXIDATION IS NOT OUR FRIEND:
A key risk of consuming bad fats occurs because of a process called oxidation. Oxidation is
a disaster for the body, and another main driver of disease, including: heart disorders, cancer
and strokes. This is one reason that most vegetable oils are a problem. The bad ones oxidize
easily.
Oxidation is damage caused by oxygen. It’s like when apples or bananas turn brown from air
exposure. This happens with fats too, and it’s essentially what happens inside your body
when you eat oxidized oils. It’s kind of like rusting on the inside. The ensuing “oxidative
stress” creates “free radicals” that are inflammatory and can damage your body. Most of the
bad and highly refined vegetable oils listed above cause great risk of this happening inside
you.
Fried foods from industrial seed vegetable oils, leave your cells and arteries looking just
like the fried foods -- rugged, crusty, torn. They disable cells functioning in the short term,
and ultimately destroy healthy cells, causing heart attacks and strokes. This process is also
how oxidation fries arteries! While eating food fried in these bad oils is the worst of the worst,
eating the oils themselves generally does the same thing over time. Eating fried foods from
these oils is one of the very worst things you can do to yourself. It creates both short term
damage and suffering as well as dire consequences in the long term. (You can fry your own
foods in certain oils; see below for more details).

TRANS & HYDROGENATED FAT:
This type of fat that is now universally understood to be toxic and linked directly to coronary
artery disease is called trans fat, or hydrogenated fat. Transfats and hydrogenated or even
partially-hydrogenated oils are highly processed foods, typically made from industrial seed
vegetable oils. They are created this way through processing, so that they can be more “shelf
stable” and thus cheaper and easier to produce and store. These fats should be avoided at
all times. Be mindful, even when your label says “0” trans fats, it can still include some as it
allows for .5 grams or under to be listed as “0”. The more processed foods you eat with these
bad oils, the more the grams will add up. ANY amount will do damage.
The lesson here: ditch the margarine and bring back the butter!
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Learn more about fat: For those interested (or who need more convincing), you can
really geek out on the various types of fat our body needs, and those it doesn’t. There
are so many roles fat plays in thriving health. If you are interested in learning more, I’d
highly suggest reading the work of Dr. Mark Hyman and/or Dr. Catherine Shanahan.
Google their names along with the word “fat” for a myriad of informative articles and
videos. Here are a couple of good ones:
Dr. Hyman: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgWBKJsJtk0
Dr. Shanahan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbpX41oCi1M&t=508s
(this one’s really only for those who want to geek out on the deep science, it’s in-depth
but fascinating.)

HEALTHY EATING TIPS
& CHEATS FOR FAT:
BEST TYPES OF FATS/OILS TO USE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Olive oil: always extra virgin, cold pressed
Avocado oil
Coconut oil, virgin
Tallow and lard (from good sources, like grass-fed meats)
Butter and ghee (clarified butter), grass-fed best
Palm oil, sustainably sourced
Smaller amounts of cold or expeller pressed nut and seed oils, like macadamia, and
sesame. Flax, chia and hemp are also largely considered to be ok sources.

Diversity is important, so mix it up and get a variety each day.
How much fat to eat? Many functional nutrition experts say anywhere from 40% to 60% of
your caloric intake should come from healthy fats. You must replace the simple carbs with
something. For some, that could be north of 100 grams a day.
As with everything, your body is unique, and what will give you the energy you need is also
unique. Play around with amounts as you lower your sugar/carb intake to see what you need
to feel energized.
HEATING TEMPERATURE: When cooking, you want to keep your oils below their smoke
point. This is when they can start to form dangerous free radicals. Avocado is one of the best
for cooking at higher temperatures. Quality tallow and lard can also be good. Peanut oil can
be good for frying, but be careful of sourcing as peanuts can be full of mold and mycotoxins.
See the chart below.
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FAT SMOKE POINTS:(° F)
Avocado oil
Ghee
Palm oil
Coconut oil (expeller pressed)
Coconut oil (extra virgin)
Macadamia oil
Beef tallow
Duck fat
Lard
Olive oil (extra virgin)
Butter

520
485
455
450
350
413
400
375
370
320
250– 300

From: https://jonbarron.org/diet-and-nutrition/healthiest-cooking-oil-chart-smoke-points

GRASS-FED, WILD CAUGHT AND PASTURE-RAISED MEATS: As Dr. Mark Hyman says,
“We are what we eat… and what our food eats.” If you are not a vegan or vegetarian, then be
as mindful as possible to eat good quality animal products. The highly beneficial omega-3
fats are often more than 10 times higher in pasture-raised meats than traditional grain fed or
finished. Most of our animals are grain fed for at least the last six months of their life. This
doesn’t make it inherently bad, in fact the protein from all relatively clean meat is extremely
beneficial to our body. But if we are supposed to avoid grain, why wouldn’t we think it would
impact us when our animals eat it? As often as possible, go with the best quality and try out
the grass-fed when you are able. There are certain cuts, like roasts and fattier pieces that are
naturally higher in Omega 3s even in grain fed, so those can be better cuts to choose when
you are eating grain fed beef.
RAW NUTS AND SEEDS: These contain many good fats. One trick though is that the fats
also easily turn rancid and/or oxidize, especially when heated. You want to eat raw nuts and
seeds as much as possible. At the very least, make sure they are dry roasted, as many
companies roast the nuts in the bad industrial vegetable oils, which doubles up the trouble.
But don’t overdo the nuts. A handful a day is generally more than enough as we don’t need
too much of the special types of fat they contain, which while very important can be over
utilized and cause some trouble. Many people do not know that it’s important to store nuts in
the fridge. They will last longer and resist going rancid.
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OLIVE OIL: It’s very important that you always buy this extra virgin and cold pressed. When
it’s not, the heat and chemicals used during processing damage the oil. Store your oils in a
cool, dry place away from sun or heat, and make sure to buy in a bottle that is darker in color,
which helps protect it from oxidizing and going rancid. You also want to cook with it using low
to medium heat as it doesn’t have as high a “smoke point” and can oxidize.
Olive oils are great for salad dressings, for low heat sautéing, for drizzling on your favorite
foods and snacks. Whole olives are of course also a healthy food. One of my favorite snacks
is to make some fresh olive tapenade and use it to dip or add to foods and sauces.
It’s important to note that olive oil is unfortunately one of the most counterfeited oils in the
world. It’s not cheap, so many companies lie and either blend it with other cheaper oils, like
canola, or it’s altogether fake. So be mindful to buy from a good source. You do get what you
pay for.
AVOCADO OIL: It is the mildest in flavor of the cooking oils and can withstand the highest
cooking temperatures. Tastes good and it’s great to use for sautéing, or frying if you want to
occasionally fry something at home. It’s also great for sautéing and for salad dressings.
COCONUT AND PALM OIL: For coconut oil, you want to get a virgin product (which it won’t
always say on the jar). One way to tell is that it is typically a solid in the stores, but only up to
around 76 degrees. So depending on where you buy it or what time of year, it may look liquid.
If this is confusing, you can try the oils from the following brands: Artisana, Nutiva, and Dr.
Bronners, all of which are good quality and can be found at most health food stores and many
regular ones.
I typically use coconut oil either as a dip (I just stir in a little sea salt and use it with veggies or
the occasional rice cracker) or to stir fry with veggies or eggs. It’s also great as a fat source
in soups.
Another good source of fat is coconut milk. It has a delightful rich and creamy flavor. It’s a
cooking staple in many cultures, Indian and Thai foods are two prominent examples. I love it
in smoothies and soups. You can also find coconut cream, which is a fantastic alternative to
whipping cream.
Sustainably sourced palm oil is another good vegetable-based saturated fat that also has a
high smoke point. A good brand is Nutiva, who sells one that is from a protected farming
forest (many palm oil producers cut down and destroy rainforest or other pristine places to
source). The flavor is very nutty and might be an acquired taste for some.
BUTTER AND GHEE: Always best to get grass-fed. Kerrygold is a quality grass-fed brand you
can find in many markets. A good butter/ghee should be more yellow in color than white. In
addition to the fats, butter/ghee are a great source of Vitamin A, which is a crucial vitamin
that’s hard to get otherwise, as well as other fat soluble vitamins and trace minerals.
Ghee is a good choice. It’s butter that’s slowly heated and separated from water and milk
proteins. It’s milder in flavor than butter, and in my opinion has a slightly smoother texture. It’s
very nice, and doesn’t contain any of the milk protein casein which can cause a lot of people
food sensitivity (even those who don’t know they have it). It’s also very shelf stable since
there isn’t water in it, it’s all oil. It has a relatively high smoke point so you can sauté with it.
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I dip carrots, celery jicama or other fun veggies in ghee with Himalayan sea salt all the time
for a delicious, energizing snack.
QUALITY FISH OIL: Wild caught fish or certified sustainably farmed fish are your best
sources of this beneficial omega-3, heart and brain healthy fat. Stick primarily to smaller fish,
like salmon, anchovies, sardines, trout, etc. Larger fish, like tuna, swordfish, etc. tend to be
much higher in mercury, as they continually eat smaller fish that have accumulated their own
mercury levels which combine to store inside the larger fishes’ bodies, which can really add
up as our oceans have become more and more polluted.
Omega-3s are fragile! Never cook fish at temperatures over 340 degrees. That is the point at
which the omega-3 oils will oxidize. I find that baking at 340 cooks it just as well. Just need to
add a bit more time. If you cook it on the stovetop or grill, use medium to medium-low heat,
low and slow.
VEGANS AND VEGETARIANS: Avocado, olive, coconut, nuts and seeds, flax, chia, hemp are
all great options for fat. Try algae for omega 3s (chia, flax and hemp do have some omega 3’s,
but they aren’t very bioavailable to the body – though they still can be good for other
reasons).
TIPS FOR RESTAURANTS: Ask for steamed vegetables, and then get a side of butter or olive
oil and add to it yourself, rather than the cheap vegetable oils they typically use to sauté.
Many good restaurants will also swap out butter for vegetable oil when sautéing if you ask.
Another thing that I do when I think there might not be good options somewhere is to bring
my own olive oil and vinegar. I like to eat well when I go out, and while many restaurants now
have olive oil, I sometimes don’t want to risk not having yummy food. I bring very small 2-3
ounce glass jars with lids and fill them with my favorites. Then I have something to pour on
my salads, over steamed veggies, etc.
FAST FOOD: Do I really need to write this paragraph after all we’ve been through together
so far? Don’t do it. Yes, they are cutting every corner possible to bring you the cheapest (i.e.
most profitable), and worst of the worst quality. Full of refined carbs, sugars, terrible fats and
oils, mostly chemically laden meats, all to bring you the perfect storm of body destroying
anti-nutrition.
Just skip it and get an awesome, colorful, nutrient dense salad. If you need something fast,
find a big salad, even at a fast food joint, as many now carry. When I do fast food restaurants,
I choose places like Chipotle, where I can choose what I want off the line and only get
better stuff.
Fried foods are toxic! Generally speaking, eating deep fried foods at restaurants is one of
the worst things you can do to your body. Not only are they almost always using the bad
oils, they are using them for days at a time. Most restaurants don’t change their oil more than
once a week. These oils become rancid quickly and get more and more oxidized by the day.
Chances are good you are giving yourself a boat load of toxins that overwhelms your body
as it tries to process and clean it up (typically unsuccessfully). The negative results are both
immediate and have long term consequences. Skip it!!
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There are some fats that do a better job of frying, but most restaurants generally don’t use
them any longer. In the fairly distant past, most frying was done using tallow or lard, which are
actually much more stable and therefore not as unhealthy.
At home you can do some frying by using things like quality grass-fed lard or tallow, or at
lower temperatures, things like coconut and avocado. Even peanut oil holds up better, but
you have to find a good clean source of it.
STORAGE: Keep your good liquid unsaturated oils in dark containers and in dark, cool and
dry places, away from the stove. Heat, sunlight and air can increase their oxidization and
even cause them to become rancid. Try not to buy more than a couple months’ supply of oil
to keep it fresh and try to use it within a month after opening, that’s when it will be most fresh.
You can extend life by using wine bottle air pumps to pump out the air after each use.
ALWAYS READ YOUR LABELS: Many processed foods, even salad dressings, use the
poor-quality oils to save a buck. Be mindful that this adds up in the body. Avoid as much as
you can. (Read your labels to find alternatives for salad dressing, there are a few. Brands like
Primal Kitchen and Braggs make versions with good oils).

NOW ON TO STEP 3
NEXT PAGE
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STEP 3

EAT A RAINBOW OF VEGETABLES
(AND A BIT OF FRUIT):
Ah veggies and fruit! The powerhouses of nutrients. The more vegetables, and fruit to a
lesser degree, we can eat, the better. One of the best things we all can do is to bath our body
in as many as we possibly can. In modern life, we are faced with far too many irritants and not
enough nutrients to help counteract it all.
Fresh vegetables and fruits are chock full of nourishment called “micronutrients,” which
include vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and phytonutrients – as well as quality fiber and
some good carbohydrates for energy. These nutrients are critical for the body’s vast array of
working systems -- deep down at the cellular level. They also help clean up damage done
from bad fats, sugar and a whole host of environmental toxins.
More than a third of our population, some studies show over 50%, are deficient in basic
vitamins and minerals. Considering the amount of nutrients we actually need to thrive, not
just survive, most of us are woefully undernourished in these important micronutrients.
Taking vitamin/mineral supplements can have some benefit, but they are not adequate for
the deep nutrition our body needs. They are often poorly absorbed and not highly
bioavailable. No single or even multi-nutrient pill can contain the thousands of micronutrients
that are available from the whole food source.
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Vegetables can be indulged in liberally. Fruit intake needs to be more carefully monitored.
Most fruits are high in sugar, and as you read earlier, there are problems with that. Thankfully,
whole fruit typically comes with a lot of fiber that helps slow down the sugar absorption,
which can help keep blood sugar spikes more moderate than straight up sugar. Due to the
many vital nutrients within them, fruit can certainly be a healthy part of most people’s diets,
but be mindful of how much and how often. A handful or two of lower sugar berries is more
than enough for a day of good nutrition and sugar balance. One, or maybe two servings of
fruit a day is likely plenty for most people. If you are challenged with blood sugar issues, like
diabetes, you should be particularly careful.
Keep starchy vegetables to a minimum as well. These include tubers like potatoes, corn and
beans. They have more capacity to break down into sugar. One or two servings a day.
Vitamins and minerals are critical essential nutrients that we have likely all heard much
about. They perform countless functions in the body. They help convert food into energy,
repair cellular damage, heal wounds, strengthen bones, and support a functioning immune
system among many other crucial supports for our body’s needs.
Antioxidants and phytonutrients literally put out fires in the body, that’s their job. They help
undo at least some of the detrimental choices we inevitably make in our lives – whether it be
from food choices, environmental exposures, stress, etc.
Get in a wide diversity of colors every day. The rainbow isn’t just for the beauty on your
plate, it’s also key to nutritional diversity. There is no pill or isolate than can match the
important spectrum of diverse nutrients that comes from the whole plant.
HOW ANTIOXIDANTS HELP TAME FREE RADICALS: Free radicals are independent species
in the body that form in relation to oxidation. When numbering too high they can be
extremely reactive and destructive to the body and its proper functioning. In fact, it is one of
the main drivers of disease and a whole host of challenges in the body.
Obviously, the more exposure you have from various internal and external sources, the more
at risk you are. The good news is that antioxidants are the primary method of wrangling and
neutralizing free radicals, helping to shift oxidative stress. Antioxidant molecules can safely
interact with free radicals and terminate the chain reaction before fundamental other
molecules are damaged.
What is a primary source of antioxidants for our bodies? Yep, vegetables and fruit. The more
we eat, the more of the dirty work they can do to clean up free radical damage in the body. If
we get enough, depending on the toxic load of course, it can stop damage before it even
starts. This is why, in our modern life with so many toxic exposures, it’s so important that we
eat as many vegetables (and some fruit) as we can.
FIBER: Another good benefit of vegetables is the all-important fiber. It helps bulk up the
stool, including detoxified “bad stuff” our body needs to flush out -- moving everything
through the intestines. It also helps minimize blood sugar spikes by slowing down sugar
breakdown and absorption, helps feed good gut bacteria (microbiome) that contribute
numerous benefits to our healthy functioning – among other benefits.
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You may have also heard about “detox.” The nutrients in vegetables and fruit are critical
components to assisting your body detox systems to clean house. The fiber then helps flush
out the many toxins that accumulate in our bodies and keep your bowel movements regular.
They are literally the most important thing you can add into your diet to help you detox better.
For these and many more reasons, robust consumption of vegetables and some fruit are a
cornerstone of any healthy diet. Dive in!

HEALTHY EATING TIPS
& CHEATS FOR VEGETABLES:
COOKING AND PREPARATION: Generally speaking, it’s best to steam, not boil your
veggies. They leech out a fair amount of vitamins and nutrients into the boiled water.
You can also sauté them, though try to do so at lower heat and with good fats or liquids. I’ve
found that steaming many vegetables, followed by a very quick sauté (in the same pan, just
dump the water), makes for a very tasty dish. I drizzle some avocado, olive or coconut oil, or
maybe even some butter or ghee.
Some veggies bake well, like tubers and root vegetables.
Add a good quality whole sea salt at the very end of cooking. If you put it on too early, salt
pulls moisture out of your veggies and will make them cook in their own liquids, which can
make them more mushy and less tasty, especially when sautéing.
Raw vs. cooked: Raw vegetables and fruit have more of their nutrients and enzymes still
intact. Whereas cooking will damage or release some nutrients. Variety is fine, try to mix it up.
For some people who can’t handle raw vegetables, cooking is the only way. If you use the
preparation tips above, you’ll still get plenty of nutrients.
There’s a great book which goes into detail on how best to prepare and store your fruits and
vegetables for maximal nutrition. It’s called Eating on the Wild Side: The Missing Link to
Optimum Health by Jo Robinson. She also has many good tips on her website at
www.eatwild.com/eating_on_the_wild_side.html
Fresh, Frozen or Canned? Generally speaking, if you live somewhere that you can get good
quality fresh produce which wasn’t picked and shipped too long before the purchase date,
like a farmer’s market with local produce, or a grocery store that carries quality produce, this
will by far be your best quality in terms of taste and nutrients.
There are certain circumstances where flash frozen vegetables and fruits can also retain as
much or in some cases more nutrients as fresh (broccoli is a good example as its most
beneficial nutrients degrade just a couple of days after picking). This is especially true if you
live somewhere vegetables are not very fresh. “Fresh” veggies and fruit are often picked
before they are ripe and shipped great distances, allowing for degradation in taste and in
nutritional value. Frozen vegetables are often picked at peak ripeness, and frozen very soon
after picking. Try to eat frozen vegetables within the first 3 months as the nutritional value
degrades over time.
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Canned vegetables should generally be skipped. They lose a lot of nutrients in the canning
process, and are often filled with unhealthy preservatives, and toxins that leach from the
plastic lining in the cans. Exceptions include tomatoes and pumpkin.
GOING ORGANIC: As much as you possibly can, buy organic. The pesticides, herbicides,
fertilizers, etc. that are used to help produce conventionally grown crops are shown to be
particularly toxic to humans. These chemicals can mess with hormones, raise your risk for
cancer, diabetes and a host of other issues. There are some quality studies that show organic
vegetables have higher levels of many nutrients, including antioxidants.
I realize it’s not always possible to buy organic, especially depending on where you live.
Environmental Working Group (EWG) has done a great job of identifying the biggest problem
fruits and vegetables on their annual “Dirty Dozen” list. They do rigorous testing and research
to identify the most pesticide ridden fruits and vegetables every year. Here are the worst 12,
in the order of the worst first: Strawberries, Spinach, Nectarines, Apples, Peaches, Pears,
Cherries, Grapes, Celery, Tomatoes, Sweet bell peppers, Potatoes, Hot Peppers. Try to get
organic with these for sure. Or swap it out for one of the cleaner options. If you can’t find fresh
organic and you really need one of these items, consider getting organic frozen.
Speaking of cleaner conventionally grown options, EWG also has a list called the “Clean 15”
listing the least contaminated: Sweet Corn, Avocados, Pineapples, Cabbage, Onions, Sweet
peas frozen, Papayas, Asparagus, Mangos, Eggplant, Honeydew Melon, Kiwi, Cantaloupe,
Cauliflower, Grapefruit.
EWG makes a great set of phone apps for identifying more and less toxic foods in general.
You can also check out their food score website at: https://www.ewg.org/foodscores#.
We_cuxNSzyU Here, they rank a whole host of things you might find at the grocery store.
FERMENTED VEGGIES & FRUITS: By this point I’m sure many of you have heard about the
benefits of probiotics toward a healthy gut microbiome. There is a plethora of good research
which shows that eating probiotic rich foods and supplements can really help improve the
health of our guts. This in turn boosts our entire body, including our immune system. Even
with some of the best probiotics in pill form, you aren’t going to get anywhere near as many
of the good bacteria as you can with something like traditionally fermented sauerkrauts,
which can have trillions of good bacteria compared to billions in pill form.
You can buy them now premade in many health food stores. There are sauerkrauts, but also
fermented pickles, carrots and a whole host of veggies and even fruit (shredded apple) that
you can enjoy. Be aware though that we are not talking about the “pickled” sauerkraut or
pickles on the shelves, the probiotic forms are kept in the refrigerated sections and should
say something like “probiotic food” on the label. It is an acquired taste for some, but well
worth the effort. These are very nutrient dense foods and your gut will love you for it.
Start slow with probiotic foods. If your body isn’t used to probiotics, it can be a tricky
adjustment for some. Start with a teaspoon, and if you do ok, increase from there. Eventually,
enjoy a half a cup or even a cup a day of fermented vegetables with your meals. There is a
small percentage of people (myself included), who just don’t do well with probiotics for
reasons we won’t get into here. They aren’t bad for anyone that we know of, but hard to
tolerate (can cause intestinal discomfort). If you find that even a slow introduction doesn’t
settle well in your gut, you may have to skip the fermented vegetables.
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HERBS AND SPICES: Be liberal with herbs and spices. They are some of the most nutrient
dense foods we have. There is a wide variety out there to try. Fresh herbs generally have
more nutrients, but dried are still a good choice.
SALADS: Salads are a fantastic way to get lots of veggies (and fruit), for a real powerhouse,
nutrient dense meal. Great for lunch, even at work. You can easily make your own ahead of
time and bring it with you. Even make up a whole weeks worth ahead of time in containers
(Google mason jar salads for some really fun ideas). Mix in a variety of different types of
lettuce, even some darker greens. I usually add in some other veggies like radishes, carrots,
cucumber, fresh turmeric, leftover cooked veggies, nuts, seeds, avocado, leftover salmon or
other protein, maybe even a grain like quinoa. Sprouts are extra nutrient dense.
I even make my own salad dressings, as many from the stores contain the bad oils we talked
about above. I shake together some apple cider or balsamic vinegar, salt, pepper, a pinch of
herbs, then mix with oils like olive, avocado, cold pressed sesame, macadamia nut, etc. Takes
about two minutes, tastes great and I know it’s good stuff. I use one part base flavor (vinegar)
and two to three parts oil. Again, the fats are what make it most satiating.
For the most nutrient dense types of lettuce, look for varieties with open leaves, which
generally have much higher amounts of phytonutrients. Closed headed varieties have less
(cabbage and radicchio are two exceptions). Red, purple and reddish brown leaves have the
most phytonutrients, followed by darker greens. The lightest green have the least (iceberg
lettuce has almost no nutritional value, skip it). Also, the more intense the flavor, the more
nutritional value.
SMOOTHIES: A great way to get a lot of vegetable and fruit nutrition are from smoothies.
Green smoothies in particular, that are 70% or more vegetables. If you have a good blender,
you process standard items like cucumber, kale, fats like coconut milk or avocado, yogurt,
some blueberries, lemon, and maybe chia seeds along with ice. One of my favorite items to
add in is zucchini, which to me adds a really silky texture and taste. There are countless
recipes online and smoothie cookbooks (look for “paleo” smoothie recipes for the healthiest).
It really is a great way to start your day and kick it off with loads of nutrients for your body.
GARLIC: Garlic is a powerhouse of antioxidants, particularly the antioxidant allicin. Cut, chop
or crush it and let it sit for 10 minutes before cooking with it. This helps release an enzyme
that protects the good stuff from heat and helps you realize the best nutrients. If you don’t
wait, heat kills many of the beneficial nutrients.
Be adventurous, mix it up! Try new veggies and fruits. Keep the colors flowing. If at first you
don’t like something, give it a chance, your taste buds do adjust. Especially as you cut back
on sugar, both your taste buds and your brain start to recalibrate. The subtle flavors that you
might not have noticed or tolerated before, start to shift.
Hopefully you can see the value in a more healthy eating lifestyle. For most of you, taking
these steps on will help you feel a new lease on life that is more vibrant and fulfilling. When
your body works, it’s a whole new horizon.
These three steps will take your health a long way forward. You should notice a difference
pretty quickly. Celebrate even the little victories and take it step-by-step. This is your life, you
deserve to treat yourself well…
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
FOR SUCCESS:
FOR MORE HELPFUL TIPS, INCLUDING:
•
•
•
•

My favorite foods shopping list
Great books & podcasts
Links to recipes & ideas for easy cooking
More
www.matthewalbracht.com/resources

Matthew Albracht is a Functional Medicine Certified Health Coach
(FMCHC) through the Functional Medicine Coaching Academy, a
collaboration with the Institute for Functional Medicine (chaired by
Dr. Mark Hyman), which is the only internationally approved
Functional Medicine health coach training program through the
International Consortium for Health and Wellness coaches that has
completely incorporated Functional Medicine and Functional
Nutrition into the curriculum. He also graduated from Functional
Nutrition Alliance's Full Body Systems program.
Matthew has a B.A. in psychology and an Master degree in Humanities and Leadership with
a focus on Culture, Ecology and Sustainable Community.
Matthew spent the first part of his career as co-founder, Director and currently a board
member of The Peace Alliance (www.thepeacealliance.org), an alliance of organizers and
advocates throughout the United States taking the work of peacebuilding from the margins
of society into the centers of national discourse and policy priorities. They mobilize a network
of grassroots teams in cities, towns, colleges and high school campuses. It was co-founded
by one of his most important mentors, Marianne Williamson, best-selling author and thought
leader. Matthew has coached and trained hundreds of people to be more effective citizens
and activists towards our shared cause of peace.

*DISCLAIMER:
The content within this document should not be considered medical advice and is not intended to constitute
or substitute for medical advice or counseling. Matthew Albracht is not a healthcare practitioner or provider.
The information is for reference only and should be considered for general informational purposes only. You
should always consult with a health professional for any medical advice. The information within is made
available to you as a self-help tools for your own awareness.
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